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For the AP* JAVA A Exam * Meets requirements for new 2007 AP* Exam using Java 5.0. * New!

AP* correlation to specific pages in the text. * New! Questions at the end of each chapter direct

students to the new online supplement for the current Marine Biology AP* case study. * New!

AP*-type questions included with end-of-chapter material * Includes coverage of the enhanced for

loop. * Provides an introduction to the use of generic collection classes. * Uses java.util.Scanner for

I/O. * Introduces autoboxing and unboxing. * Discusses type-safe enumerations. * Focuses more on

object-oriented principles. * Downloadable supplements include Instructor's Manual, lecture

PowerPoints, source code, lesson plans, and more. For more information, please visit:

http://www.phschool.com/lewis/ --This text refers to an alternate Hardcover edition.
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This book teaches beginners how to create well-designed software using Java and prepares them

for both the A and AB advanced placement tests in Java. With a focus on object-oriented

programming, teaching objects first and then writing classes, the authors identify the material, within

an introduction to Java and a case study, that will be featured on the AP tests. Any student

preparing to take the AP test in Java. --This text refers to an alternate Hardcover edition.

John Lewis is the co-author of the Java Software Structures textbooks used for AP computer

science classes, the Java Software Solutions textbook, Java Software Structures, and Programming



with Alice and Java. He teaches courses at both Virginia Tech and Radford University. He received

his Ph.D. degree from Virginia Tech. --This text refers to an alternate Hardcover edition.

I'm helping my teen grandkids learn to use the web to save money buying used textbooks. This

vendor had a reasonably priced, used copy of a needed book, that turned out to be really 'like new' -

and got it to us in just a few days. Money saved!

While this book was listed as "used", it clearly had never been used by anyone - it was in perfect

condition.

This is a hastily done book, since AP Comp Sci just switched to Java, which in itself was a bad

decision ( I should take that up with CEEB)For example, before talking about variable scopes, it

starts using the idiom - for ( int start=1; start

This book should be called Java Software Solutions for a Complete Idiot. This is, for example, how

they introduce some of the OOP concepts (p. 58):"A data type defines a set of values and

operations -- what we can do with those values"... [a type does not define a set of values!] ... "An

object is defined by a class, which is like the data type of the object." ... "Once a class has been

defined, objects can be created from that class." ... "Classes can be created from other classes

using inheritance. That is, the definition of one class can be based on another class that already

exists. Inheritance is a form of software reuse. We are taking advantage of the ways some classes

are alike. One class can be used to create several new classes. These classes can then be used to

create even more classes."And so on, the whole book. "This book is written by a robot. This book

should be read by you. Commas are not used in this book..."Here is how they introduce algorithms

(p. 123):"One basic design issue is defining the algorithms to be used in the program. An algorithm

is a step-by-step process for solving a problem. A recipe is like an algorithm. Travel directions are

like an algorithm. Every program uses one or more algorithms. Every software developer should

spend time thinking about the algorithms before writing any code."Every software developer should

spend time thinking before buying this book!Actually, the introduction claims this is an AP

textbook:"This book is designed for both A and AB exam by identifying what material is required for

each exam."That is exactly right, "identifying." But not teaching! I took the AB exam last year; here

the whole AB stuff is crammed into two last chapters, 70 pages, including silly review questions. Not

even close.Speaking of review questions... Question 1.3: "What happens to information when it is



stored digitally?" Answer: "the information is broken into pieces, and those pieces are represented

as numbers."

I used this textbook to tutor a high school student for the AP Computer A exam and had a good

experience with it. It is true that some of the explanations are simplified and do not always use

technical language, but this is after all an introductory text and most likely to be used by high school

students--perhaps some who have not had any previous preparation. The student I tutored scored a

5 on the AP Computer Science A exam. That is, of course, not all due to the textbook, but the point

is that the textbook is adequate for its purpose if accompanied by good instruction, plenty of labs,

and focus on the AP case study. By the way, you will find the textbook on the College Board's list of

example textbooks for the AP computer science A course.

I was asked to teach an AP CS course and thought this looked like the safest bet - the kids hated it!

It is clearly a hacked down version of the authors other Java books. Explanations are not clear and

the book simply could not have been written in a less engaging manner. I will not use this book

again and will avoid titles from this publisher.

I am basically a math teacher with a lot of bright computer science students. Of all of the books

currently available in Java for AP Computer Science, this was the hands down winner with the kids,

especially amongst the one semester students who were taking the A test.
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